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Th e Main Characteristics of Political Theory

POLITICAL nmoRY: IT S N ATURE AND usEs

To make the point general: all the books, fragmen ts, or essays included within the corpus of political theory have a moral p urpose, despite
the disguises and self-deceptions of a gi ven political theorist. The question that unifi es any political theory is, What ends or p urposes should
govcmmen t serve?

exist apart from each other : they not only need each other, but are
inextricably intertw ined. Political scientists stud ying poHtical activity are,
after all, human beings studying the activity of other human beings. The
values of the observer a!fect his choice of what to study and what he
sees when he studies, while the objects of his study are creatures possessed of values and engaged in purposive behavior which, to be understood fu lly, must be understood imaginatively.

T he Second Essential Characteristic: Inclusive
Three other q ua lities arc shared by all the writing commonly considered as political theory. There is Srst the q uali ty of being inclusive.
Political theorists a re interested in whole systems of politics. T hough they
may turn their attention to spccinc moral dilemmas and to matters of
detailed political practice, their ambition extends beyond that. T hey are
not conten t with being partia l, though they may be remembered chiefly
for certa in poin ts, solutions, or suggestions. Their work seeks to provide
the lineaments of a complete doctrine of government. Recommendations
dealing with the major features of political life are composed into one
large scheme for practice, one full answer to the question, Given certain
ends or purposes that government should serve, wha t mnst government
be if it is to serve those ends or purposes? How must it be organized,
what powers sh ould it have, what fun ctions should it take on itself, what
limits should it respect, who may qualify to rule or to judge or to bear
arms or to vote? Naturally, there are differences of emphasis a nd selectivity from theorist to theori st.

Th e First Essential Characteristic: Moral
Nevertheless, it is stiJI possible to separa te traditional political theory
&om causal or scientinc political theory. The distinction is based on ultimate intenlion. All the writers read in political theory courses are, .6rst
and las t, moral in their interest in (often obsession with ) politics. They
seek to persuade, convince, or convert others to a political attitude or
undertaking. Many aim to reform political life; a few to remake it altogether. Their intellectual and rhetorical resources are summoned and
employed with the hope of changing-sometimes saving- the world, or
at least part of it. The causal theorist, the political scientist, on the other
hand, is primarily interested in accumulating or refining political J."'lowl.
edge, without any necessary or intimate moral ambition. \ Vbatever the
degree of his success at being scientific-that is, objective, impartial, free
of prejudice~his aim is to be scientific. He will almost certa inly have
moral views, historical sympathies, policy p references; but he will try to
prevent their interfering with his observations and interpreta tions. Ile is
devoted to the truth despite the p ain it may sometimes cost him to tell it.
If therefore we try to characterize political theory, we must begin
by saying that values sit at its center. Somelimes app earances may be to
the contrary. ifachiavelli's Th e Prince seems to be wholly a book promiscuously teaching the techniques of power to any interested readeruntil we come to its last pages which bum with a passion for the salvation
of Italy. The sincerHy or congruence of these pages has been questioned
many times; even without them, however, a moral sense, at the minimum,
is llickeringly present throughout Machiavelli's little handbook. H e hates
villains, those gratuitously cruel, as much as he admires those who are
manly in political affairs. And contin uously present is the awareness of
the lmsuitabi lity of the Christian conscience for guiding men in either
the means or ends of politics. Again, Hobbes's pretense is th at he is an
observer helpless in the face of what he wishes to describe. He will not
lament human nature or impute sin to men; he will fa ithfully record the
necessities to which men are subject; he will simply draw the inevitable
conclusions from the facts of nature. Yet everywhere in the Leviathan,
judgments are made, p ractices are advocated, possibil ities are canvassed ;
there is mockery and despair.

I 3

T he T hird Essential Characteristic: Philoso phical

i

There is next the quality of being philosophical. Political theory is
sometimes called "politica l philosophy." This name points unmistakably
to the fact that political theorists are engaged in an enterprise in which
obvious facts arc pondered and elementary questions are asked, in which
many things that the world takes for granted, or takes as settled, are
subjected to close scru tiny. T he answers given by political theorists, the
conclusions tJ1cy reach, arc not necessarily critical, radical, or novel.
Sometimes, as in the case of conservative political theorists, the political
world, as it exists, is left intact, with nothing more given to it than better
reasons than it customarily uses for defending itself-a lthough there is
doubtless something disturbing in the very act of ta lking seriously about
an established institution. To the timid, to those who want the stat us quo
regm·ded as sacrosanct, even pra ise may appear as a sign of apology. And
to some degree, this fear is justified: the conservative politic:tl theorist,
because he is a political theorist, never stays completely within the confin es of common opin ion. He stirs up trouble by inviting response. In any
case, the politica l theorist tries to go back to the sources of political life
in h~1m an necessities, tries to identify or d efin e the first principles that
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ought to govern political di\course. tries to locate the political sector of
life in relation to the other sectors of life. H e is a theorist precisely becau<;c
he belie,·es that much ha'> to be said, many connectiom ha\e to be made,
many difficulties facx·d , if his answer is to he convincing and make it~
way in competition with other answers. A writer conventionally accorded
the title of political Lh eori~ t does not go straight to his answers: by the
lime he finishes, he will have made au image of man and imparted an
entire sense of politics. Whatever his final views, he begins with the
ac;<;umption that politics is problematic, that its mcam are morally dubious
and its ends morally prct'mptivc, that the subject of politics ic; supremely
important because politics involves men in a sizable or important portion
of the totality of their moral relations. It should bt• made clear that when
we speak of the philo\ophical habit of mind, we do not mean to suggest
that each political theorist dt:rives his political theory from an all-embracing metaphysical sy~tcm-somc do, some do not; or that each aspires to
an all-embracing me taphysica l system and looks upon his political theory
as a necessary con triblttion to the completion of tha t system-again, some
do, some do not. In this con text, "philosophy" mt•ans a manner of intellectual procedure, and nothing more.

T he Fourth Essential Characteristic: General
There is l~t the quality of being general. Some political theorists
intend their work to achic' c specific results in the world around them in
the present or near future; some political theorists a rc more detached,
less urgent in their wi~h to make things happen in the rea l world and
make them happen immediately. \Vhatevcr thc ca!>e, however, the political theorist does not let the problems facing him and his society exhaust
his interest, even though those problems wear the aspect of emergency.
The writers address themselves to others than their contemporaries; they
arc absorbed by politic~ in itself, not just the politic.-s of their time and
place; and the considerat ions they adduce, the ar~umC'n t c; they make. the
concepts they use, the l('arning they lean on, and the leaming they wish
to convey are all, if not timcle~s. then meant to e ndure. \lore particularly,
their wriUngs are meant to be u.saful to futt1rc generation~. not merely to
endure as curiosities or ingenious s truc tures of thought.
In short, when we look over the succession of political theoriesfrom Plato's Republic and Aristotle's Politics and Cicero's 1.-aws to Marsilius's Th e Defender of Peace and Bodin's Six Books of the Commonrccalth and Mac hiavelli's The Prince and H obbes's Leviathan to Locke's
Two Treatises of Civil Government and Rousseau\ 'The Social Contract
and Hegel's Philosophy of Rif:,hl and ~ fill's On Uberty (combined with
hie; Considerations on Representative Government ) -we sec that what
unites these books, what defines political theory io, an approach to political
life that is moral (or normative) in intent, inclu!>ivc in scope, philosophi-
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cal in procedure, and gene ral in reJe, a nee. It "ould ~eem impossible to
find an} thing ebe of si~niScance ( e\cept their high quality) that docs
unite these writings.

Other C lwraclcristics T hat Ma.y Be P·resent
\Vc must nc>.l point to a featt1rc present in many "orks of political
theory, though not in some of the greatest. That is formality, which can
mean orderlincs<> of presentation, or scrupu lous attention to the construction and consistency of argument, or both. Which is to say that a political
theory is frcquently systematic, in the same "a}' in which a work of
metaphysics is systematic. H obbes's Leviathan and 1Jcgel's Philosophy of
Right are manifestly and proudly S}'Slematic, and simply for being so can
compel either profound admiration or profound distaste. At the other
extreme is a book like Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in Franca,
which is Jacking almost totally in formality or system. Yet the opposite
of systematic is not sloven ly. Burke ~ !tows the same capacity to think
stren uously. to thin!.. philosophically, about issues of the greatest toughness and importance, while allowing his argument to unfold almost
casually, in the form of a letter. H e pays little attention to the clarification
of concepts; he con'itrucls no architecture of ideas. Ilis tone is tha t of a
man of the world confronting men of the world. For all that. the result
is one of tltc main texts in the history of political theory, a book born
from the pressure of momentous e'ent<., but rising above events, rising
abo'e BurJ..e's panic. to formulate a moral view of politics-a conservative
political theory· that no other conservative has ever bettered.
Between the ex tremes of Burke and I lobbcs, there a re, of course,
numerous inte rmedia ry styles. Thus Locke's Second Treatise i<> generally
thought to be less systematic, less disciplined in its composition, than
Hobbes's Leviathan. Locke repeats him<>elf, goe<> through the motions of
illustrating his ;tssertions now and then, alter'> his treatment of the same
subject in di!TNenl parts of the boo!.., and is sometimes careless in his usc
of key words ( like "property"). But it is cl<'ar, if only from his chapter
headings, that Locke intended hi~ treatise to develop step by s tep, the
main divi~iom of his ~uhject to be taken up one by one in a sensible
order. That Loc:J..e only partly succeeded in the task he set for himself
should be acknowledged ; but once that is acknowledged, the eompara ti\ e
unimportance of being systematic is actually disclosed. The c umulati ve
richness of Locke's text finally si l cnt·c~-or should silence-disparagement of hie; capacities to reason about politics. Difficulties of many sorts
remain for tho~e who would understand LocJ..c's theory. These are the
difficulties, however, that come from following the attempt of an e.\.traordinary mind to impose order on, to make sense of, complex phenomena,
phenomena that rt•sist simple treatment and J..eep breaking out of the
confin es of even the most careful theory. Our conclusion must be that
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the presence of '>ystem in a political theory is not, by itself, a s i ~n of the
e\cellencc (or lack of excellence) of that theory, and that the failure of
a systematic approach to be thoroughly systematic is no indication-or a
minor indication, at best- of the quality of a political theory.
As political theorbts vary on the matter of system, they also differ in
the degree to \\hich they are occupied by _guestions that arc not strictly
political, but rather politically pertinent-specifically. psychological and
sociological questions. The distinction between psychological and sociological is largely artificial. Society is made up of the activity of human
heings; the activity of human beings is mostly carried on according to
the rules, forms, and patterns g iven by society. The social and the psychological blend into one. ll owever, there are certain times when analysis
is served by separating what in practice is not separable, by viewing the
same thing from different angles. \Ve make the distinclion here in order
to point to two main kinds of inquiry often found in works of political
theory.
The first, the psychological, pertains to the elrort made by most
political theorists to come tq_ an w1derstanding of human nature. At first
sight, there would seem to be something hopeless about such an endeavor. Who, after all, is capable of mastering the inconceivable diversity
of human ('xpcrience and the treacherous elusiveness of human motivation? What one mind can possibly be strong enough to assimilate and
arrange all tha t must he known if human nature is to be known? To lt•a' e
aside the question of\\ hether it is even proper to speak of human nnture
in the abstract and without reference to particular cu lture~ and historical
periods, does it seem likely that human nature is a fit subject for brief
and amateur discourse?
The second, the sociological. pertains to the effort made by a few
political theorists to come to an understanding of socia l institutions in
the totality of their workin!!;s. Again, such an effort must a ppear to be
presumptuous. If the human mind is complicated beyond description,
cannot the same be said of the network of "in terpersonal" relationships?
If abstract psychology io; open to the charge of being inevitably reductive
of the richness of the human mind. is not general sociology open to the
charge of failing to appreciate both the vastness and the intricacy of
any society?
It may be that thcori7ing ahout government is a defensible intellectual operation. but do "man" and "society" lend themselves to thi ~ treatment? The answer is that unless allowance is made, the psychological
and sociological con t ~n t of the various political theories \\ill doubtless be
thought inadequate, or even contemptible. No sing le writer has ever
"e\plainecl" man or society, despite the sometimes incredible confidence
displayed in the effort to do so. It may as well be admitted that modesty
is not characteristic of political theorists. Hobbes disposes of Man in
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sixteen chapters of Leviathan; in a hundred pages, Rousseau decribes the
origin of human inequality. But their arrogance also has its limits. They
are not literally aiming at perfect and (·omplt·te knowledge, whatc\ er that
may be. Their interest is in fact quite sharply defined. \Vhen they write
of man, they are primarily thinking of two things. First, they arc intent
on reaching some conclusion concerning human frailty. There is a \cry
close connection bet\\ cen the coercive functions of government and the
human disposition to \icc. \ n e~timation of the strength of that disposition will naturally affect a thcori~t\ view~ on the structure and relations
of government. Second, and more positively. they wish to explore the
capacities for moral goodness and crl•ative excellence inherent in human
nature. Their opinions on this matter wi ll also affect their theory of the
structure and relations of govemmcnt. In both cases, the great question
of what ends or purposes governmen t shou ld serve dominates their discussion. The allowance that mu ~ l be made consists in the recognition of
the r estricted and essentia lly moralistic quality of their discussions, even
though the form and tone of these discussions S\Jggest an absolute ambition to speak the whole truth about human nature in all the complexity
of its manifestations.
The interest of political theorists in general sociology is also selective.
Two maio questions figure. The first is, \VJ1at must the nonpolitical
institutions of society be, if the d<'\ircd political system is to exist in a
healthy condition over Jon~ periods of time? lt is obvious that government does not stand alone, is not s<>lf-enclosed, but rather must be
sustained by the practices and attitudes and C\ en manners of the governed population. The \\ ay or style of life of a people is never neutral
in its interaction \\ ith the political system. It can either subvert or
nourish that system. The s<>cond que~tion is, What institutions cooperate
best with the political sy~ tem to achieve the ends at which the system
aims? If up to a certain point the va lues inherent in and issuing from
the processes of a political sy.,tcm-values like justice, fairness, rationality,
c;elf-cleterrnination, continuity, the release of cnerbry-appear to be sufficien t and to exhaust the moral concerns of the political theorist advocating that system, other va lues soon appear that require the proper
workings of nongovernmental institutions and practices if they too are to
be realized. If certain kinds of human relations, certain kinds or human
character, arc to emerge, society as a whole must provide the suitable
environment. As a result, the works of political theory a rc full of discussion of the family. sexua lity, religion, the economy, art and literature,
mores, and many things besides.
Among political theorists, the names of Plato, Aristotle, :..1ontesquieu,
and Rousseau may be mentioned as those for whom sociological questions are of the highest importance. The presence of this sociological
interest is a sure indica tion of an O\ erriding commitment to exploring the
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possibilities of human development, a refusal to remain satisfied with
mcrC'Iy setting down the foundations for a morally acceptable political
system. It would be "rong to minimize the achie\'cmcnt of those political
thC'ori<.ts m.c Cicero, Aquinas, Locke, and Paine who seem to deal with
sociologica l questions only incidentally, sometimes assuming that if government is healthy everything else \dll take care of il~elf. sometimes
occupied \O intensely with politics that all other matters fade from si~ ht,
sometimes looking upon society as fixed, and only government as capable
of change. Their achievements require no apology; what they say about
politics affords a basis for others who are more sociologically oriented
to hllild upon. Nevertheless, it is obvious that political theories e.xhibit
widely different amounts of richness: the richer ones arc usually the more
sociologica l ones.
To summari;e, we can say that those works making up the body of
politica l theory are all characterized by four traits: they arc moral, inclusive, philos01)hica l, and general. Only some arc systematic. These
works also vary in the range of their psychological and sociologica l
speculation. In the species of moral ·writing about politics, we may distinguish betwe(•n politica l theory and the following: ideology (which
may be' <·itlw r simplinC'd or debased political theory ), the \\'ritings of
political moralists (which, though moral, may not be inclusi\'e, philosophical, or general, or may be one or two of those things but not aJJ
three), and the writings of moral philosophers and philosophical anthropologists ( which thoug h not directly political may be fill ed "ith import
for politics and political thought of all kinds). Courses in the history of
political theory are made up mostly of works in political theory, with a
few ideologies ( like Fascism and Stalinism ), writings of political moralists ( liJ..e P lutarch and Orwell ), and implicitly politica l works of moral
philosophy ( like those by the late Stoics and the recent existentialists)
added to the list. \Ve now must examine the content of political theory
in greater detail.

Chapter

THE DI CUS IO

II

OF ENDS

IN POLITI CAL TliEORY
We have already said that the fundamental moral question of politics
is, What ends or purposco; shou ld gO\ ernment serve? The literature of
political theory is made up of the answers to that question. Down through
time, numbers of men have taken upon themselves the burden of thought
about first and last things in politics. But they have not spoken with one
voice; indeed, political theory is famou <; for its contrasts. So emphatic do
these contrasts seem that the study of political theory can easily become
a game in which thinkers are placed in ready opposition to each other,
and each body of thought reduced to a slogan or a phrase.J.y_stice or the
rule by philosophers is associated with Plato, the rule of law or the life
of virtue with Aristotle, peace with St. Augustine, power or political g reatness with Machiavelli, constitutionalism or tlw protection of property with
Locl<e, direct democracy with Housseau, the classless society with Marx,
and so on. There can be no doubt that this simple approach to the study
of political theory does reflect, though in a distorted way, the diversity
of responses that have lwen given to the same question. Political theorists
have been in conflict with each other, sometimes quite deliberately so.
Even where there has been agreement on the definition of the ends of

-
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political lifP, thL·rc has bC't'n di'ia~reement on th<• presuppositions and
consequ<•ncl's of that definition. Political theories do not add up to one
political theory; there \l'ems to be no cumulati' c progress in the work of
political theori,ts: the job of political theory ne' cr seems to g<•t donl'; no
theory '><.'<.'urcs the assent of thoughtful men, gene ra tion after generation.

Five Responses to Disag reement ·i n Political Th eory
What, then, is one to make of intenninable disagreement? Several
approaches suggest themseh es.
The first approach is primarily an esthetic one. Confronted by a series
of divergent political thcorie~. one could celebrate that ve ry divergence
and find in it a source of inexha ustible interest. \ Vhat matters is not the
validity of the conc lusions that theorists offer for acceptance, but the
s kill with which the conclus ions a re arrived at, the sublety of argumenta tion, the interna l coherence of the theoretical work, the power or bea uty
either of specific parts of the work or of the work as a whole. One docs
not search for truth or moral guidance, or for relief from confusion, hut
for striking inte llectual performances. One may assume that there is no
such thing as moral truth, and that therefore validity of conc lusions ca nnot ))(' an appropriate standard by which to judge any political theory.
Or one may assume that if there can be truth in moral matte rs, it will
not be found , to any important degree, in works of political theory, but
rathe r in common sense, worldly wisdom, or political !.cicncc that doe~
not pretend to be normative. One may look upon politica l theory a<; a
species of metaphysics, metaphysics understood as the effort of the solitary
thinJ..e r to discipline reality by forcing it into a pattern that answers to
the meta phys ician\ O\\ n esthe tic impulse, or to his inte llectual "ill to
powe r .
.\ ccording to this approach, political theorr, like anything beautiful,
is cs~entiall y on the margin of Hfe. a luxury to be enjoyed after the practicalities have been a ttended to, a form of play to be accept<'d playfully.
This approach may be carried to the point of likening political theories
to lite rary utopias, admired for their daring, but re legated to the category
of fantasy. Or political theory may be seen as comparable to '' orks of
litera ry art, like novds and poems, capable of g iving pleasure, but ruined
when pressed into utilitaria n service.
Th<' s<·c~nd approach could he ca l lecl/relativ ist.fTh c assumption he re
.
1s that there JS no absolute moral b:uth; perhaps the entire notion of moral
truth is mistaJ..t•n. Political theory is the emanation of historica l conditions:
if social reality docs not automatically produce a basic politica l theory
in consonanct• '' ith the ur~cnt needs of the whole society, or the nt•t•ds of
either the dominant or tlw "rising" class or group, it neverthe-less c irc umscribes the range of po~siblc political theory. And as conditions change,
so must political theory. What appears to be moral disagreement is
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actually the successive discarding of oh~oletc moral ideas. The relevance
of any political theory is confined to the time and place in which it comes
to light. Its "truth" is only its ad<•quacy in justifying the defense of, or
the attack on, tho e<;tabli<;hcd order. Cons<'quently, the major use of studying political theory is to gain in s i ~ht into the nature of a socie ty or a
historical period. The c lement of free creation in works of political theory
is shown in minor " ay~. as in rccommendatiom regarding dress or die t, as
they may occur. For the rest, the political theorist, like the propagandist
or the politician, but '"ith more dignity, either consciously yields to overriding forces, or unwittingly accepts the presuppositions of political life
that his contemporaries share. \Vhc n there is a wide discrepancy be tween
the theorist and his times, he is likely to be "romantic" in the bad sensean a rchaist or futurist dreamer who, in his futility, is as much a prisoner
of his historical s ituation as more rea listic men-or some sort of satirist
devoid of any pragmatic inten tion, except lhat of prodd ing his society
into a heightened self-awareness.
Those who adopt the rela tivist approach may concede the extreme
difficulty of using terms lih• "class" or "group'' or '1listorical period"
with precision: thinkers alive at the same time but living in different
countries, or thi11kers of the same nationality but separated by one generation or a few, may taJ..c part in the same discourse, may be determined
in the same manne r by their experience of social reality. But in any case,
social reality is prior to thoug ht; exis tent needs generate political theory.
And we, alive in Lhc presC'nt, better equipped thru1 those before us to
unde rs tand the decisive role of c ircumstance in molding consciousness,
are not any the Jess subjC'ct to c ircumsta nce \\hen " e construct or appreciate or accept a political theory.
Th e third approach could he called the plausibility approach. According to thi~ a pproach, almost all political theories can succeed, at least
partially. in convincing the reader initially of their rig htness. but they
tum out to be unacceptable after closer investiga tion of the underlying
moral or factual prl'mi'o(''o, or both. In ca~c after case these premises are
faulty. Only when these pre miscc; arc granted-and they rare ly can be
- will these political the-ories stand up. T heir plausibility ste ms from the
common mastery of presentation found in the g reat works of political
theory: an abili ty to carry the reader a long, to hide or disguise their
premises, to deve lop a train of thought fu lly and compeUingly. But once
a theorist has been plumb •d to his depths, his work will, in all likelihood,
be rejected. For example, if you gran l to Plato that political rule requires
metaphysical knowledge, that s uch knowledge is essentially incommunicable, that only a few me n ( those with gold in the ir souls ) are capable
of attaining it, and that th y ca n attain it only after a rigorous training
of the body. the senses, the desires, and the miJ1d, then perhaps you would
also grant him the necessity of absolute n•lc by philosophers. If you vrant
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to Arhtotlc that only Creeks are capable of lead in~ the life of , irlut' and
hence arc worthy of freedom, that the life of virtue is the life of happiness, and that for virtue to be JWrmittcd its indispensable political component, citLrenship must be confined to those capable of leading the life
of virtue, then perhaps you ''oulcl a lso grant him hi<; vicv. that the ideal
state would consist of a body of free citi/em of Creek ancestry, livinl?;
in conditiom oi Je~ure and material sufficiency made possible by the labor
of the non-Creek slave or serf population. If you grant to Jlobh<•s that the
preservation of life is the hig hest political end, that life is threatened by
the weakening of political order, and that the fierce competitiveness of
men cont inuously weakens political order, then perhaps you would also
grant him the necessity of the ab<;o)ute and authoritarian SO\ereign state.
If you grant to Locke that the preservation of human rights ir; the sole
purpose of government, that most men (if prott'cted) wilJ go about their
business in tranquility, and that the only source of domestic mischief is
the absolute and authoritru·ian sovereign statt•, then perhaps you would
also grant him the desirability of limited, con,tit11tional rule.
But suppose that the· asst•rtions about human nature made by these
theorists. their factual claim'>, arc untenable. \\'hat is there to do hut
say that the moral disagreement among these theorists, and beh' ecn each
of thel!e tlworists and the impartial reader. is caused ( in part anyv.ay)
by error? cicnti6c psychology and anthropology are not far advanced,
but arc they not far enough advanced to enable one to discredit the conceptions of human nature found in each of thc~e political theories? Suppose also that one disputec; Aristotle's insistence on political participalion
as a neces..ary ingredient of the 'irtuous life, or J Iobbes's elevation of
life itself above a ll other values, or Locke's concentration on the individual
as the center of the moral unh crse. One could l!ay that these men hold
wrong morn! beliefs: in the light of one's own beliefs theirs are to he
condemned. Or one could say that all beliefs arc arbitrary, and that
every man cnn believe what he wants. But he shou ld not think he can
rationally persuade someone else of the right11css of his position. ~ fora !
beliefs have no connection to rational per~uasion or to proof; there is no
way of judging the merits of competing beliefs; beliefs are an c\prcssion
of the feeling<; of the person holding those heli<•fs, and nothin~ more.
All statements of moral belief, at whatever length or of whatever ingenuity, remain subjective and a rc equally enlitled to a hearing or to no
hearing at a ll. When there is moral disagreement, no resolution i'l possible; there can be only silence or warfare.
Or one could say that it is in the very nature of moral matters that
men disagree with each otht>r, that these matters arc "essentially contested." Life is so complex, the individual can c:omprehend such <l small
part of it, each man's experience is such a tiny fragment of all possible
experience, temperaments vary so much, moral judgment is so tricky and
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inconclusive, that it is no \\Onder the history of moral thought, and thus
of _political theory, is riddlt•d with contention. The proper attitttdc is one
of gratitude to the series of political theorists who have taken the trouble
to work out tlwir positions. They have cnric:lwd the world by sho'' ing
where numerous fundamental moral beliefs can lead; they ha, e carried
moral articulateness very far. Aftt>r we ha'e chosen, inscrutahlr as it ''er(.>,
our general outlook on political life, '' e then can consult a political theory
for the careful completion of that outlook. That is the great bem·fit of
studying political theories. And that is the only benefit one can legitimately expect, given the unalterably problematic quality of moral judgment.
The fourth approach is do~matic. Starting with a firm assurance that
one's own system of moral b'cliefS is the only correct system, one may then
brand all other systems as e rroneous. It need not be thought that the
whole lruth is to be found in the '' ritings of a single political theorist.
Rather, one may say that a certain tradition, which has perhaps evolved
through time while s taying faithful to a few basic principles or a few
articles of religious faith, contains the truth. Other traditions show error
in its multiplicity. ~1oral certitude may deri' e from the acceptance of
religious writings as genuinely dh inc re\ elation, or from certitude about
"the nature of things'' as di\clO\ed by metaphysics or natural science or
some combination of both. Those who take the dogmatic approach may
concede that even with divine lwlp, or the lwlp of philosophical or
scientinc genius, human intelligence cannot attain perfect insight into
Cod's will or the nature of things: the act of faith or a measure of skeptical rescr\'e is acknowledgment of human limitation in the face of Cod's
ultimate tmknowabiJity or the final impenetrability of nature. Furthermore, many difficulties beset the effort to translate religious or metaphy!.ica1 or scientific knowledge-which is often highly abstract or gcnernl,
and sometimes obscure-into moral precepts suitable to g uide political
life. But the ciTort must be made; it is really the on ly effort worthy of the
moral man when he sets his mind to political ma tters. Within the confines
of the same system, men will disagree on specific applications to political
life~n the correct assessment of a ruler, a practice. a policy, or an act.
Equally ''ell-intentioned men, pledged to the same f,tith or vic\\ , may not
be equally enlightened or experit'nced. There muo;t be an authority whose
competence' to resolve disagreement is accepted by the disputants. !so,
as historical conditions chruH~e. new interpretations of abstract knowledge
are pressed, and may indeed be necessary. Through all changes, however,
fidelity to rc\ elation or metaphysics or science can be kept.
As ror erroneous political theories , the important question is not,
Can anything be learned even from those in error? but, What leads men
into error? Many dogmati!.ts c la im that at lca:.l the rudiments of correct
moral judgmen t are natural lo man; but severa l things can blight the
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origina l endowme nt, such as se1f-inter est, inte llectual pride, the m isfortu ne of living in a society long since lapsed into, but now habituated to,
its e rror. In a ny case, the depen dence of political theory ou some larger
understand ing of the world is stressed ; a nd correct political theory can be
derived only from correct assumptions about the world. The fig ht a bou t
political theory is pa rt of the g reater struggle about the meaning of human
existence, though it may well be tha t p art whk h is most interestingly
symptomatic and most directJy rele va nt to ordina ry life. Some dogma tists
sa y that erroneous political theories can be actually poisonous if they
gain sufficient adherence. The study of politica l theory should no t be seen
as a polite affair: ideas have consequences.
The Bfth app roach is 1eclectic, and turns on the notion that every
tradition of political theory- probably e very political theorist- is partly
right and p a rtly wrong. Political wisdom consists in acqua inting oneself
with the whole ra nge of political thoug ht, d ismissing none of it. If, on
the other hand , one a t last consents to a p articular political theory, the
consent must be g iven in a spirit of humility. One must say tha t on
balance the approved political theory is stronger than its compe titors . All
political theories arc to be judged by one sta ndard, by their closeness to
the goa l of formuJ a ting the principles and en visaging the practices needed
to r ealize a way of life, or nurture a kind of human character, to which
one is committed. Political theories characteristically e mphasize some
things while slig hting or ignoring others. It may be tha t no political
theory can ever a void these disproportions : no theorist, no m atter how
great, can be free of bias or misplaced e nthusiasms or blindness to some
aspects of life. When one chooses a theory, or a tra<.lition of theory, one
must the re fore be awar e of its shortcomings. Furthermore, a price must
be paid for e verything; even one's idea l will enta il the sacrifice or abridgme nt of some values, because they are incompatible or uneasy with it.
F or example, one may cherish huma n equa li ty a nd still reta in a dmira tion for the aristocra tic e thos. A socie ty must choose between them; it
cannot have both at the same time. The virtue of a d versary political
theories is to keep us a ware of the losses we susta in a s we impleme nt an
ideal, or merely subscribe to an ideal in the abstract. ro odium, except
in rare cases, will a ttach to those who are in mora l disagr eement witlJ
oneself over the questions of political theory. The truth has been ha rd
to get at; and thoug h we think we now have it, we w iU no t scorn those
who have failed. They too contribute to mora l understa nding.
Some eclectics would endeavor to piece the truth together from
heterogeneous theories. The y refuse to believe tha t a political theory h as
to be accepted or rejected in its e ntire ty, or tha t its truth is inextricably
joined to its error, or tha t its component clements arc so related as to
ma ke each of them meaningful only in the presence of the rest and incapable of importa tion into some othe r structure of mora l thoug ht a bout
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politics. One tradition of political theory may be p reponder antly truthful fr om the m ora l point of view, or possess more of the truth tha n any
other trad ition. But the judicious student will learn from a ll or nearly
all traditions. As time goes on, c larity is r eached on a n ever larger a rea
of mo ra l ma tters; some views a re put aside as fa llacio us. Widespread
agr eem ent is not reached, but some gross confusions a re destroyed. The
gratitude to a ll political theorists is not lim itless; ad m u·ation for the ir
hard work d oes not m ean indiffe rence to their mistakes. evertheless, if
one is, say, a li beral, one will not simply respect the sincerity of the conservative and to le ra te his ad vocacy of it; one will a lso absorb some conservatism for the sake of enriching liberalism. In conservatism will be
foun d reminders of truths (perhaps un pleasant ) tl1at no one can a fford
to overlook; there will be r estraints on one's excesses. The same eclecticism is s uita ble for the conserva tive and others as we ll. 1oral disagreement is a sign of human vitality responding to socia l complexity.

A Rejoinder to All Five Responses
T hese then are fi ve possible approaches to the record of moral disagr eement tha t comprises the history of political theory. W e have trie d
to sta te them with as much fairness as possible. Wha t is importa nt is not
to search for examp les of these approaches, but to compress points of view
tha t a ppear explicitly or implicitly in the writings of political theori~ts
themselves, and in works of commentary and criticism. At this point, our
purpose is not to decide between the approaches. T o borrow from the
eclectics, all the a p proaches con tain some tTuths, conta in some of the
truth. They a lso shar e some arg uments. For a ll their cogency, however,
one significant truth eludes the m. All politica l theorists, conscious ly or
not, agree tha t if a political theory is to be worthy of genera l consideration, if it is to conform to the standards of mora l a rg ument, if it is to be
some thing other than an expression of whimsy or eccentricity, lhe theorist
must sincerely strive to de fend principles of government which , if made
actual in the r eal world, would achieve the common good. The phrase
may not he part of Lhe voca bu la ry of a political theoris t, but when it is
not, it w ill readily be seen that the concept is implic it. Every political
theorist commo nly studie d in courses in political theory believes tha t a ll
his a d voca cy is ultimate ly in the name of the common good. This consideration sets limits on the scope of mora l disagreement be tween political lheorists. Much disagreement the re certa inly is, d isagreement of the
most profo und sort. But the disagreeme nt ta kes place w ithin an accepted
fra mework, a nd is a ll the more inte resting for tha t reason. The record of
political theor y assumes a n a ltered aspect w hen we see tha t behind its
\vonderful diversity there is a llegiance to a sing le a im : to envisage a political system tha t works to the common good.
\ Vhen, tl1ere fore, we come acr oss a polilical theoris t who quite clearly
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rejects the standard of the common good, we must he careful to notice
- that he is not making a moral argument which accords "ith the conventions of moral argument. II is disagreement with other political theorists
is totally different from the di~agreement which the other political theorists have among themselves. Nietzsche, a writer whose system of thought
contained much of political relevance, defied the C"ommon good, and
championed instead the good of a tiny elite at the c•xpcnse of the great
mass of men. (This is a crude way of putting it, hut Nict?Sche is frequently taken to stand for this position.) H e is not to be denied inclusion
in lhe company of political theorists or political moralists because he
suh'>lituted a peculiar hcroi'>m for the common good. J Ie must, ho" ever,
be seen as an exception. H e must be seen as he saw himself, as one who
was an unmoralist, transvaluing all values, embarking on a journey beyond good and evi l. I Te placed himself beyond the pale of moral argument; he did not write to gain general assent. He set himself against all
the inherited traditions of moral thought.
T he problem then becomes to explain why political theory is ht!J of
dL<;agreement when political theorists agree that the common good is t 1.e
end or purpose that government should serve. The fact that they disagree
on almost everything \\ hile agreeing on the ultimatc standard will lose
its oddness when we recaiJ analogous situations in other human activities.
All legal systems are dedicated to justice, yet vary enormously in their
procedures. All societies inculcate virtue, yet produce remarkably dissimilar forms of behavior. All metaphysicians seck truth, yet propound
conflicting doclTincs. Other examples could be g iven. The te mptation is
to conclude, however, that the ultimate standard, in each case, is a
concept empty of meaning, but so hallowed in the minds of men, so full
of favorable connotations, that everyone gives it token adherence and then
goes on to say or do absolutely anything he want ·. What supposedly
matters, in ea ch case, is not the vacuous ultimate standard but the specific
arguments (in metaphy.. ical ~;ystems) and the specific practices (in lega l
systems and socia l codes of drtue). Similarly, that almost aJJ political
theorists protest their devotion to the common good is a fact of no
importance. T hey are to be judged, if judged at a ll, by the detailed
recommendations they mal..e concerning forms of go,cmmcnt, the powers
and scope of govemmenlal authority, the rights and duties of citizens,
and other such polil ical features.
The inclination to dispose of the concept of the common good in
this fashion must be resistc•d. Of course, the concept lend'> itself to manipulation, to insincere uses. Of course, the concept can be made to entail
many kinds of political a rran~ements or practices, evt'n when sincerity
is prt'sent. This is on ly to acl..nowledge that the concept of the common
good is on the highest level of abstraction. It is in the natme of such concepts that men w ill, with the best intentions in the world, interpret them
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differently and by doing so will arrive at hclt'rogencous conclusions. The
important point is that lhe concept of the common good will, despite its
abstraction, exclude \Ome lesser political principle-;, somt' political arrangements and practices. The concept is wide, but not infinitely permissive. At
least, it will C\clude arbitrary rule, the punishment of the innocent, unfair
distribution of sacrillccs, enslavement of people admittedly equal in rnoral
capacity with the enslavers, con tinuously ignorant political leadership,
corrigible poverty. It will exclude the unprincipled neglect, exploita tion,
or sacrince of some for the benefit o£ others. It will exclud e maxims like
"}.lig ht makes right" and "Some men can be treated as means only." ~ain,
these exclusions may appear to be so vaguely worded as to permit almost
anything if a clever e nou~h argument is put forth in its behalf. But after
a while the cleverness will be seen through. There are limits to verbal
ingenuity. To think otherwise is to abandon the very possibility of rationality, not only in moral matters, but in all sorts of discourse.
If the common good excludes a number of practices, we mus t not
expect to find them e laborated and defended in the literature of political
theory (except by an occasional immoralist). If the common good excludes a number of lesser or "lower-order" principles, we must not expect
to find them articulated and urged for acct'ptance. We can expect to find ,
and do find, competing interpretations of the concept of the common
good and consequently widely di'er~ent sel'> of political recommendations. Besides, even when two or more theorL'>ts understand the common
good in the same way, their political propo~als may be quite discrepant,
so problematic is political life, so tenuous is the connection between an
ultimate standard and its concrete applications.

D efinitions of the Common Good
What then is the common _good-what is the good common to all
men which the government of a societ}' e'"ists to promote? There have
been se\ era I main ans" ers to this question, at least as many as to the
question, What is the good life for thl' individual? It cannot be said that
each culture or epoch has produced only one answer. At the same time
and place. political theorists have conceived of the common good quite
disparately. The content of the concept is not historically determined.
If one insists on knowing why rough contemporaries like Bentham and
Burke wrote on the common good as they did and wrote contrasting ly,
one must look to their biographies. But ho\\ pale a nd small are personal
considerations in comparison to their writings considered as public statements-indeed, as public acts. \Ve must take the existence of ' 'arious
interpretations of the common good as a fact of the greatest inten•st,
the psychological e\planation of which i't only of some slight interest. On
the other hand, as we shall see, there is much that is historically determined in all political theories, much that seems the product of the lime,
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an extension of its tendencies, or a disclosure of its promise. The way in
which a political theorist defines the common good is not, however, subject to a historically d eterminist analysis.
It is usually possible to express in a word or a phrase what is considered the common good in the work of every political theorist. The word
or phrase would be the name of some political value which, if established
in society, wouJd be to the advantage of all members of that society. The
value would, in fact, be the greatest of all possible political values; it
would be the highest value able to be shared by all, and to be shared by
a ll as the result of the proper operation of the political system as conceived by the theorist. None of the purported ly supreme values that
appear in the works of political theory is startling or incidental to the
life of man. The originality of a political theorist is not shown by reference to his conception of the common good , but rather to its elaboration
and defense, and to what he makes follow from that conception. We
could say, for example, that Plato thought that order defined the common
good; Aristotle ( in the ideal state ), the life of virtuous citizenship;
Cicero, justice; St. Augustine, peace; St. Thomas, order; Machiavelli, the
preservation and greatness of one's country; Hobbes, peace; Locke, the
preservation of the person (jn the extended sense to include possessions);
Rousseau, the life of virtuous citizenship; Hegel, the preservation and
greatness of one's country; Bentham, the greatest possible pleasure of
each; Burke, order; Madison, justice; Mill, freedom; Dewey, the facilitation of social change; and so on.
Doubtless these ascriptions could be questioned. Political theorists
are not themselves always clear about the hierarchy of their values. It
is not, however, of crucial importance to insist that this rather than that
is the value which the theorist cherishes above every other. \Ve read a
political theorist for his whole argument. But for rough purposes, to
identify each theorist with a supreme value defining the common good,
as we have done, is not seriously misleading. The main point is that,
clearly or not, each theorist is out to achieve a net political result which
in his opinion is to everybody 's advantage or benefit; and is, at the same
time, the most desirable that can be attained, and worth any cost that
must be paid by omitting or compromising other values.
We must stress that the common good is a political value; it is the
purpose or end which governme nt should serve. The essential sphere of
governmental activity is the network of those relations between people
which are amenable to political regulation. All the values posited as the
common good are values pertaining to the quality of these relations,
though they may turn out to be instrumental to values more important
than themselves. The common good need not be the highest good in life,
but it is the highest good in political life.
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promotes human vice or contention, and sometimes on the belief that
abundance does so. But for the thoroughgoing pessimist, no level of
material life can solve the problem of human nature: the sickness of man
is incurable. Political theory can proceed without reference to economics.)
The highest political end is thus not really a value itself, but rather the
sine qua non of all values. To turn, the oruy values that shou1a occupy
men are either spiritual or everyday, or perhaps some mixture of the two.
T he only reality cannot be seen or is seen face to face. The great middle
range of human exertion-public or private-is stained with sin, requires
sin, punishes sin, or is marked by vanity, futility, the inepressible urge
to satisfy unappeasable desires. As long as there is peace, the spiritual
and the everyday are safe. And the terms of peace do not matter; the
forms and policies of government are immaterial. People may talk about
justice, or pleasure, or freedom; but a true understanding, and hence
a true realization of these worldly values, is closed to mankind, so twisted
is its comprehension, so in.6rm is its nature. Therefore no purpose is worth
the risk of civil war or revolution. Nothing ever comes of violence except
death and a change in the appearance but not the reality of political and
social life. M~e exis te~ may not be much, but it is what men should
reasonably settle for as the best net result of the workings of the political
system.
In the writings of St. Augu§tine and the Augustinian tradition ( including Luther ) much of tl1e foregoing line of argument is present, and
further supported by reference to the authority of Scripture. A remarkable though fragmentary version of it can be found in Pascal's Pensees.
Hobbes's politiciiltheory- ofrers a seCular Au{Justinianl$m, in whicb- a
superhuman attempt is made to render
humanC1:nature in colors as dark
as those of the Augustinian tradition without passing judgment on it.
And where the Augustinians disparage all worldly values because of their
belief in the immeasurable superiority of the spiritual life and the blessing of the afterlife, Hobbes disparages from within a naturalist framework. He wishes to demonstrate that the single-minded pursuit of any
worldly value leads to war and hence the possibility of death, and that
since men hate death above everything else, especially the premature
deatl1 inherent in war, they must learn to abate their passions. Only by
doing so, can there be peace. The worldly values are thus not condemned
in the light of other-worldly values, but exposed as destructive of one
who is in their thrall. Peace alone must be the object of single-minded
pursuit: worldly tl1ings, some entirely and some partly, must be sacrificed
to it, if it is to exist. Whatever other political values are established by
the procedures and policies of the political system-such as tl1e rule of
law, prudent statesmanship, the care of poverty-come as they can, and
are welcome. They contribute to peace. But peace is the overriding end.
An absence of extremism characterizes those tl1eorists who go beyond
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theorist to theorist, but the value of property, civil libe rty, orderly and
regular justice is clearly endorsed. That is to say, the components of a
secure, perhaps happy, life are placed at the heart of political reckoning.
The proof of this sentiment is found in the fact that all these theorists
allow for the use of violence to achieve either a restoration of a political
system tha t has been damaged by the encroachments of arrogant rulers,
or the initiation of a political system tha t promises to make good the
demands that men may legitimately make of a political system but which
are not met by the e~isting one. To be sure, there is no wanton preaching
of violence, no enthusiastic theory of violence. Some theorists, like the
Thomists and the Calvinists, hedge the right of revolution with severe
restrictions and implicitly give the benefit of the doubt to established
authority. But they also make clea_r that the re a re limits to what the
p eople should endure. Though disruption and violence arc to be lamented,
and necessarily involve me n in wrongdoing, certain values justify men
in extreme measures. These values pertain not on ly to the expression of
conscience and the worship of God, but also to the worldly life of mon.
Other theorists, Jike Locke, Burke, and Paine, arc less severe in their
restrictions, and discuss the problem of revolutionary violence wholly
apart from the sacred needs of religious life.
The theorists we have placed in the second category have widely
divergent views on the value of public things as opposed to private
things. They all conceive of tl1e political system as the source of many
blessings, but join to their conception several a ttitudes that set them at
odds with each other. Their a ttitudes toward three different matters are
relevant: first, the moral quality of the institution of government; second,
the moral quality of political participation; a nd third, the rela tion between
the ends directly served by the proper workings of government and the
ends made possible.
There are two paramount positions on the moral quality of the institution of government. One holds that there is no need at all to apologize
for the necessity of having government. Government, as described by
C icero, the Thomists, the Calvinists, the philosophes, Burke, Madison ,
Green, D ewey, a nd others, is a totally sensib le con trivance for human
wants and purposes. Human life is unimaginable without it, though lip
service may be given to the loveliness of an anarchic condition at the
beginning or e nd of time. The mere operation of governme nt, when it is
as it is supposed to be, e mbodies a number of moral values, suc h as
rationality, justice, fairness; indeed, Cicero a nd Thomas sec it as the
earthly appro,xjmation of ~odJike behavior. These moral values are not
even to be found except in the ope ration of government; they have no
other locus. Such a position comports well with the sorts of moderate
expectations these theorists have for government.
The othe r position is found in the constitutionalist tradition of Locke,
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the libertarian tradition of Paine a nd Jefferson, a_nd the libe~al_tradition of
S encer. It is most passionately expressed by1Pam_,Vwho satd m Co'?unonl
S~nse that "government, even in its best sta te, is but a necessary evtl. ...
Government, like dress, is the badge of lost innocence; the palaces o
kings are built upon the ntins of the bowers of paradise.ns The sentiment!
C:- ech oed in the common phrase tha t that government is best which
;ovems least. The explanation for the eilitence of government is found
not in general human necessity and aspiration but in the tendency of
some men, if not all, to transgress against their fellows. ice is the source
of government, and thus government is a shameful necessity. The public
realm is inherently despicable.: men's dependence on it should not reSTraffi
them from viewing it with radical suspiciousness. When it works well,
the people should be barely aware of it: its importance is n_!!g~tive. Social
relations-tllat is, the sum of nonpolitical relations-carry forward the
real work of mankind . By reasoning in this way, these theoris ts manage
to combine aversion to government with expectations of it that are more
than minimal.
Closely related arc the conclusions on the moral quality of political
participation. What should one think of the role of the man of pu~lic
affairs, and also of the role of citizen? On the role of the man of aHarrs,
the \statesman ,) Cicero, Aquinas, Calvin, the philosophes, Burke, and
Madison speak with great defere nce, sometimes with a we. They underline the burdensome and morally treacherous life which the statesmanif he is a moral man-must lead. When he pe rforms his role in accordance
witll the highest standards, he performs a role that is second to none
in moral dignity. At least, it is second to none except for that of priest or
minister. It is a role worthy of the best men. And w he n the best men fill
it, order or justice, the common good, will be forthcoming. On the other
hand, the difficulties of sta tesmen do not preoccupy Locke and Paine and
Spencer and the traditions stemming from them. Because it is primarily
negative, the task of governme nt should not weigh heavily. It is open
to ordinary ta lents. By thus minimizing government, these writers can
depreciate public things and still define the common good as some thing
more than mere peace.
Fmthermorc, some liberal and all democra tic writers make much of
the office of citizenship, advocating as they do the institution of re presentative government. This necessarily sets limits to the extent to which
they can in fa ct deprecia te public things, a t the same time that it sets
limits to the extent to which they feel compelled to depreciate public
things. Citi7en participation provides a safegua rd for the good behavior
of those in power, and the reby makes power less fearful. The office of
citizenship is a political necessity. More than that, Paine and JeiTerson
t Thomas Paine, Common Sense, in H arry Hayden Clark ( ed.) , Thomas Paine,
Repre.renwtioo Selection.t (New York : Hill and W:mg, 1961), p. 4·
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invest it with genuine moral value. Paine. for instance, speaks of "the
gigantic,;_ manliness" fostered by a poiTtical system resting on the involve~ent, though indirect, of the people. On the other hand, among the nonbberal and nondemocratic theorists in this category, the concept of citizenship is hardly in evidence (except in the thought of Cicero and
Madison, who mix popular and elitist tendencies ). Their lofty evaluation
of the moral quality of political participation is based almost exclusively
on the labor of ruJers when they are guided by the correct principles,
when they are enlightened.
The relation between the ends directly served by the proper workings
~f government a~d the ends made possible is a vast subject, including in
ttself a large portion of moral speculation about politics. vVe can touch on
it only briefly. All the theorists in the second category, even those who
place considerable value on public things, commit themselves to a belief
in the inestimable worth of private activity. The division among them can
be represented in the following way.
Some theorists say or imply that the f1.mdamental unit of private life
is the group, be it the family or the occupation. The values of private
life are those of domesticity or craftsmanship, or both. For most people,
the richness of reality-insofar as life on earth can be rich-comes from
immersion in the everyday. The high est purpose of government, the
common good, is to secure the framework within which everyday life can
proceed as unprecariously as possible. Politics is only a means; the end is
nonpolitical; it is private, or social. (The Thomists and the Calvinists say
that beyond securing everyday life, there is one purpose higher stillthe promotion of the true faith-and that promotion takes place in subordinate assistance to spiritual authority.) The genuine task of government. is not ceaseless activity in behalf of private life, but a benign
s upenntendence and protection of activities that go on more or less
free from outside direction. Some amount of paternalism is advocated,
but it is marginal.
Some theorists, and Locke is the 6rst major one, see the individual as
the fundamental unit of private life. The interests of the individual are
the touchstone of governmental activity, and are the supreme values of
life. Interests are clothed in the language of rights, the natural right of
every man to life, liberty, and property. Government is the servant of
the aggregation of men. I t performs that service mainly through forbeara~ce, through abstention from meddling with the individual as he pursues
hts ends. Once government secures his rights, it has done alJ it is competent to do, and all it has any warrant to do. Or, as Bentham would say,
once government clears the way for the pursuit of legitimate self-interest,
it has done its job.
Some theorists, beginning in the late eighteenth and the nineteenth
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centuries, and Mill is the most important, also see tJ!e indiv!dual as the
fundamental unit of private life. But the theory of indefeastble natural
·ghts mves way to a concern for the cultivation of personality, or
'I y
·
o·
rt
as Mill calls it. Government continues to be pnman
"individuality"
abstentionist and is judged by its tolerance, by its commitment to freedom. Only in a condition of maximum freedom can individuality flourish.
The hi_ghest end in life is the free individual who is permitted to become
noble and beautiful object of conte"!Elation.": To make freedom meaningFUl, education is the absolute prerequisite. To serve the cause of freedom best, government should "require and compel ilie .!:iucation, up to
a certain standard, of every human being who is born its citizen."' It
should not insist on public education for all, but it should insist that aU
be educated. That is its great duty; and by discharging that duty, it
acknowledges the primacy of private ends, and most adequately exemplifies the instrumental nature o~litics.
SOme theorists, beginning with the welfare-liberals in the latter
part of the nineteenth century, subscribe to the view that the individual's
beoe6t is the highest of all moral values and understand benefit to be
all that conduces to self-realization, much as Mill does. However, two
changes diHerentiate them from 1i11. First, they expand the role of
government to take in the continuous implementation of poHcies that
relieve sufiering and Jessen poverty, that "remove the obstacles" ( in
T. H. Green's phrase) to full self-realization. Government ceases to be
abstentionist; freedom itself ,viii be interfered 'vith, if necessary, to make
freedom more meaningful. For countenancing large-scale interference,
Dewey can be said to have replaced freedom as the content of the common good \vith some other value. We have chosen to call that value
"the facilitation of social change" in order to indicate his 'vish that government be restlessly sensitive to the needs of self-realization. Social life
is in constant flux, and government must be prepared both to rescue the
individual from the onrush of events and to guide those events in the
right direction, to the utmost of its abi1ity. Second, Green and Dewey
give up the traditional liberal image of the individual as isolated and
wholly self-reliant. They cherish the individual above everything, but
emphasize the interdependence of individuals. Individuals do not exist
in isolation, morally or any other way. They are what they are because
of the society in which they were born and raised. They do not make
themselves. Their pursuits arc pursuits undertaken with others. Green
says, "When we speak of freedom as something to be so highly prized,
we mean a positive power or capacity of doing or enjoying something

"a

2 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, in Utilitarianism, Liberty and Representative
Covemment ( New York: E. P. Dullon, 1950), p. 161.
3 Ibid., p. 216.
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worth doing or enjoying, and that, too, someth ing that we do or enjoy
in common with others.''• This genera l sense of man as a social creature
makes it easier for Green, Dewey, and their successors to conceive of
government as an active agency, rather than as simply a preserver, a
deterrent of wrongdoing. There is no worship of government; it furth ers
ends greater than any it embodies or achieves. But it does furth er them:
it does not only indirectly permit them to emerge. We may say that Green
and Dewey, aided by some in the Kantian, Hegelian, and 1arxist traditions, develop the idea of individuality, the idea of person, which is only
sketched, though brilliantly, by Mill. They try to answer such questions
as, What must social conditions be if men as they pass from chi ldhood are
to become persons? vVhat must social conditions be if the needs of men
as persons are to be satisfied ? vVhat sorts of treahnent at the hands of
government are persons entitled to, from the point of view of political
and legal procedure? What is to be morally expected of a person in the
form of duties and obligations? By raising such issues, they find ways of
honoring Mill's commitment while altering his notion of government's
contribution to it.
In sum, there are many roads that lead to the second category in
which we have placed political theorists, just as there are many conceplions of the common good present in this category. What a llies these
theorists is their co~on sense. In any case there can be no doubt that
the political Hfe of the Western world derives most of its intellectual
content from the continuous interplay of the ideas of the theorists in
this category.
The main writers in the third category are Plato, Aristotle, 1achiavelli, Rousseau, and Hegel. They (and their followers ) bring to man's
political life the greatest expectations; they make it support a staggering
moral weight. When political life is idealJy what it should be, men are
thereby put in touch with a reality higher in seriousness or meaning than
any other, with the exception ( made by Plato, Aristotle, and some in the
H egelian tradition ) of a contempla ~e reali!J. The relations of ideal
politics, the structures and processes of ideal politics, embod y values
superior to any private ones they may permit or promote. The common
good, the ultimate political value, is the preservation of the political
system. Its preservation is the preservation of crucial moral opportunities.
iE politics can be said to be instrumental, it is instrumenta l to the perfection of character. It is directly instrumental: without involvement in its
activities, character cannot become perfect. Participation in political life
ca lls forth the fullest virtue. To be sure, the political system is expected
to attend to the usual concerns of ordinary life. But politics is not ex• T. H. Creen, "Liberal Legislation and Freedom of Contmct " in John R.
Rodman ( eel.), The Political Thecry of T . li . Crcen (New York: Ap~l eton-Century
Crofts, 19S.. ), pp. 5 1-52.
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hausted by the services it performs. Its full measure is taken when we
see it above all as the medium for transcendent human excellence of one
]dnd or another.
The key to this position is obviously the view taken of the value of
~blic things as opposed to all p rivate things. There is no human enor in the world to compare with participation in the ideal political
system. ( \ Vhen the political system is not ideal, the virtuous man seeks
his fulfillment outside the political system and does so either because he
wants to avoid contamination from imperfect politics or because he wiiJ
generally be denied the chance to take part.) Plato, Aristotle, ~ achiavelli,
Rousseau, and H egel are all in agreement on this valuation. On the
reasons for prizing public things, as well as on other matters, they show
enormous differences from each other.
Why then docs each thinker hold the broadest possible conception
of the common good? Why docs each thinker ex'Pect the maximum from
the working of the idea l political system? In the case of Plato and H egel,
the premise is that the ideal political system is, in effect, the realization
of some supreme universal principle. For Plato, the system described in
The Republic would be, if established in some polis, the outward manifestation of the abstract idea of justice. The reign of justice would still
the intolerable flux of political life. Right relations between men would
be achieved, and the cruelty, selfishness, and blindness common to the
varieties of imperfect politics abolished. Society would be, at least approximately, in accord with metaphysical reason, with the underlying rationality of the world. "In heaven," says Socrates, "there is laid up a pattern
of it [the ideal state] methinks, " hich he who desires may behold ... ."5
Correspondingly, Plato continuously disparages all the aims that unphilosoprucal men pursue, whether these aims are selfishly public or
selfishly private, from honor to gain to appetitive satisfaction to naked
domination. To be sure, these desires can never be totally abolished,
even in the ideal state. But they can be tempered and regulated; and
thus tempered and regulated, they do not interfere with the realization
of a just order, but rather are made to contribute to it. Their abatement
in the name of the just order, whatever the feelings of the great mass
of unphilosophical people, is in no sense a sacrifice of anything worth
preservation: men dine on a "mess of shadows."
For Hegel, "The state is the actuality of the ethical Idea .. .. The
development of the state to constitutional monarchy is the achievement
of the modem world, a world in which the substantial Idea has won the
infinite form ... the history of this genuine formation of ethical ufe is
the content of the whole course of world-history.... The nation state is
mind in its substan tive rationality and immediate actuality and is there(z

6 Plato, Tile Republic ( 592), in The Dialogues of Plato, tmns. Benjamin Jowett
vols., ew York: Random I louse, n.d.). vol. I, p. 851.
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fore the absolute power on earth."• In his Philosophy of History, H egel
projects a view of the pattern of human history, in which the entire
human career is seen as the gradual, painful, and inevitable progression
in the realization of the idea of human freedom, going from the Oriental
stage to the Greek and then to the Roman, and culminating, at last, in
the perfection of the Germanic (and Christian) stage. The institutional
articulation of the last and highest stage is constitutional monarchy: a
graded and stratified society, which has representative institutions, and
at the apex of which is the institution of a wise, benevolent, and harmonizing monarchy. The purpose of history, from the start and through
ali its suffering and confusion, was to arrive at the society Hegel describes
in The Philosophy of Right, a society that is, one might say, both the
rationalized and the romanticized version of the Prussian monarchy of
Hegel's day. To live with full awareness in such a society is to be implicated in the triumph of the rationality of the world. Corresponrungly,
H egel argues that in comparison to the survival of the state in power and
honor, the individua_l's interests are rustinctly secondary. "Sacrifice on
behalf of the individuality ~ the state is the substantial tie between the
state and all its members and so is a universal duty."7 The rigors and
perils of the state's relations with other states disclose the essential "vanity
of temporal good and concems."8 Duty transcends all private and group
("corporate") pursuits and concerns.
It must be acknowledged that Cicero and St. Thomas also look on
the right political order as the human embodiment of supreme universal
principle. The Ciceronian right political ord er accords with the mind of
Nature; the Thomist \vith the will of God. But in neither of these theorists
is the efFort of connecting the proposed political system to a supreme
universal principle so relentlessly carried out. Both writers are painfully
aware of the tremendous obstacles an in6rm human nature and a clouded
human understanding place in the way of acllicving any ideal. Their
main moral endeavor consists in improving their inherited frameworks,
and supplying for each fram ework an added consecration by reference to
Nature or to God. There is very little magic, so to speak, in their political
vision, very little pretentiousness. In their fascination with detailed recommendations, they often lose sight of their overarching intellectual
construction. To live in the political systems they envisage is to share in
something morally excellent, but it is not to share in an en terprise nearly
as sublime as Plato's Republic or Hegel's constitutional monarchy.
As for the theorists of the divine right of monarchy, say, James I of
England, or for Christian moralists like St. Paul who claim that "the
4
C. W. F. Hegel, Phik>sophy of Right, trans. T. M. Knox ( Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 194~). pp. 155, 176, 212.
' Ibid., p. 210.
8 Ibid.
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powers that be are ordained of Cod," some of the same considerations
bold. To link rule with the will of God is, above everything else, a device
to promote obedience. James I speaks of the monarch as receiving his
power directly from God, and becoming thereby "God's Lieutenant" or
"God's Minister." lie is entitled to complete acceptance of his commands,
except when his commands are unlawful. In that case, the most allowed
to the subject is "eschewing and flying his [the king's] fury in his unlawful
[commands], without resistance, but by sobbes and teares to God."11
St. Paul speaks of the ruler in this way:
For he is the minister of God to thee for good. But if thou do that
which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth not the sword in vain: for he
is the minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that
doeth evil. 10
But for these writers, as for the Augustinian and Lutheran trarutions in
political theory, obedience secures peace, and peace makes possible what
really matters: the godly life, which is not public or political. St. Paul,
St. Augustine, and Luther make it clear that the godly life can be lived
in any society, provided there is peace, whereas for Plato and Hegel
(contemplation asidej, to participate, in whatever way, in the right
pOllircal order is to have one's life transformed.
A difFeren t mode of p raise for the political order is to be found in
the writings of Aristotle, Machiavelli, and Rousseau. It could be said that
Plato and Hegel see the excellence of their political systems as residing
in a fixed pattern of human relations. All classes make their contribution
to that excellence, either through governance or military service, or through
mere obedience to rule and labor in the maintenance of the economic functions that sustain life. On the other hand, Aristotle, Machiavelli, and Rousseau make the chance for political in"olvement the difFerentiating characteristic of the ideal political system. For the three writers, active citizenship
is intrinsic to the definition of the good man. The ideaJ political order is
primarily the arena for virtue, for the highest kind of virtue. To preserve it
is to preserve the network of activities that form the most morally signi6cant segment of the good life. The stress is on activity-or to use a more
modern-sounding word, process. It is not on pattern. Indirect participation
through obedience, duty, and professional or vocational competence does
not suffice. TI1e common good is the preservation of the reality of virtue,
the soul of which is public or poHtical.
What then is the nature of virtue in each case? What is it that political involvement, far more than any other kind of involvement, elicits
8 James I of England, Tile Trcw Low of Free Monarchies, in Introduction to
Contemporary Civill%0tion In tluJ W est ( 2 vols., 3rd ed., New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press, 196o), vol. I, p.
10
RomaN, 13:4.
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establish a remoteness from decision-making that mortaiJy impairs virtue.
To be represented is to alienate one's wiJJ; to alienate one's will is to
become a slave. ~ f an must take part in the process by which law is made;
otherwise, he will live by a will that is not his own, he will not be free.
Jn addition, taking part in the law-making process offers the supreme
opportunity to practice benevolence, to do good toward one's fellows.
To vote in accordance with the requirements of justice is the greatest
conceivable act of benevolence. In sum, to help make the law by which
one is bound, and to help make just laws, is to achieve the status of
"moral liberty," a status that alone is adequate for a full humanity, and
a status that is possible in the ideal city-state sketched in The Social

Contract.
~1 achiavelli's

theory also insists on the connection between citizenship and virtue. But 1achiavclli's idea of virtue (virtu ) is not that of
Aristotle, Rousseau, or indeed of any conventional moralist. In his
Discourses of Livy, the true quality of Machiavelli's ideals becomes clear.
Their affinity to certain Greek and Roman ideals- that is, to pre-Christian
ideals-is proudly in evidence. In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle
reports the Greek version of this view, though be does not accept' it.
Aristotle says,
Now those activities are desirable in themselves from which nothing
is sought beyond the activity. And of this nature virtuous actions are
thought to be; for to do noble and good deeds is a thing desirable
for its own sake. •s
Only philosophical endeavor, in Aristotle's opinion, satisfies the criterion
of being desirable in itself. But it is obvious that some in Greece thought
otherwise. One might mention the love of great political deeds done for
one's country that informs the speeches of Pericles in Thucydides' The
Peloponnesian War. Machiavelli's g reat model turns out to be the civic
spirit of republican Rome which he wishes revived in his native Florence.
Virtue is not epitomized by philosophical wisdom. It certainly is radically
different from Christian virtue, the virtue of humility, forbearance, and
otherworldliness. Machiavelli's virttl is manliness, courage, and the willingness to love one's country more than one's own soul. Of course, the
virtu of the citizenry in the good republic has an aim: it is to be employed
in the service of the freedom and greatness of one's city. There is no
private vnlue that begins to compare to the moral value inherent in the
freedom and greatness of one's city. Implicit, however, in Machiavelli's
writing is the old Greek and Roman sense that political deeds are to be
prized not only for their utility to the city, but also for the way in whjch
they express virility, in the most extended meaning of that word. The
preservation of one's city as a healthy republic is at the same time the
10

Aristotle, Nicomaclleou Etllie4 ( X,
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the interests and desires of men remain substantially intact, subject to
tbe restrictions and compromises needed to insure the survival of everyone in society. For both men, patriotism will engage the ppergies of men
and supply a splendid way of directing those energies outward, rather
than having them tear society apart in civil and class war. No one has
spoken more cynically of human nature than Machiavelli. His major
purpose, however, is not to cure human nature of its wickedness, but to
employ that wickedness in a cause ( the freedom and greatness of the
state) in a manner that is as little destructive domestically as possible.
In any case, the life of political action is unthinkable without the human
drives pious moralists condemn. The point is to guide those drives into
the right channel.
Thus all five theorists work hard to show that they have reckoned
with human nature in their visions of tl1e right order of politics. They are
eager to exploit different segments of tile spectrum of h uman nature.
But all are sure that in suitable circumstances their theories will not be
betrayed by human frailty. The extremism of their moral claims on the
political order could not otherwise be sustained.
There is one specific aspect of human nature tllat must be referred
to: human inequality. These five theorists can be divided into two groups,
with Plato, Aristotle, and Hegel affinniog the decisive political significance
of human inequality, and Macl1iavelli and Rousseau, with comparable
intensity, founding their political systems on a belief in human equality.
What is involved is a calculation concerning the distribution of political
capacity among men. As is well known, Plato's Republic can exist only if
philosophers rule, only if those in possession of metaphysica 1 wisdom
alone rule, and rule absolutely. To become a philosopher, a man must
undergo the most arduous discipline of his desires, his manly aggressiveness, and his moral and intellectual faculties. Only then can a man be
trusted with total political domination over a society. And if there is
such a man, or if there are a few such men, then his (or tlleix ) total political domination wiJI realize the pattern of political perfection, with all the
blessings for all the people attendant on such an arrangement. But P lato
insists tl1at only a tiny fraction of any group of people could possibly have
the native endowment, the gold in their souls, adequate to the enterprise
of ultimate refinement: the transformation of a man into a philosopher.
It is the measure of Plato's optimism that he tllinks at least a few can be
trusted with absolute power, while also thinking that power ordinarily
corrupts him who wields any degree of it.
J
The doctrine of human inequality takes a ~;acj.ahst form in Aristotle.
It is Aristotle's belief that all and only Greeks have the native endowment
necessary to lead the life of virtue. In tile ideal political society, labor
is con6ned to a subject foreign population, who are incapable, by nature,
of the life of vixtue. The beneficiaries of th is labor are the class of citi-
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trious, and therefore less given to idleness, would be more united,
and Jess exposed by the poverty of the country to occasions for
discord. 21
But security requires power; power requires the avoidance of impoverished circumstances. Tbe founder must choose a fertile spot, but insure
against the perils of plenty by wise customs, strict discipline, and severe
exercises. In a ny case, MachiavelH's notion of matt!rial sufficiency apparently seems to him easy of fulfillm ent. It would have been meager by
rnodern standards. Rousseau greatly fears the moral effects of luxury. He
wants the economic system of the good society to be as simple and as
spare as possible. H e wishes to avoid economic classes, conflicts of interest, the presence of avarice and envy, the forgetfulness of public duty
in preoccupation with getting and spending. The agrarian way of life
will be the nurse of virtuous citizenship.
It becomes clear that the political vision of none of those who make
the most extreme moral claims on the political system is impeded by
economic considerations. When they defin e perfection, the gratification of
the senses has only a small place.
The last factor we see as influential in determining the level of a
theorist's political expectations, namely, the value of worldly as opposed
to spiritual things, can be quickly treated. We have already seen that
within the class of all worldly things, public things far surpass private
things in worth. Is there some kind of spiritual or contemplative activity
that, in turn, far surpasses public things? The answer for Plato and
Aristotle is unmistakable. The life of contemplation, the life dedicated to
the attainment of knowledge of the source and nature of being, is the
best possible life for those capable of it. Plato's parable of the Cave, at
the beginning of Book VU of The Republic, is the most powerfttl statement of this position in the literature of the world. Plato makes it clear
that the philosopher takes on the bttrden of politics with the greatest
reluctance, and does so to avoid the selfish or incompetent rule of the
unphilosophical. Aris totl e_E>ea~ of the contemplative life as an imit~tion
2f_Cod. On the 'otller hand, Machiavelli seems fairly indifferent to the
contemplative life, and Rousseau hostile to most of the forms it ta kes. 2 ~
Refinement of mind precludes a wholehearted civic virtue. Even more,
both writers judge religion by the standard of its effica cy in uniting the
people and increasing their devotion to the interests of society ( though
Rousseau says he believes that the efficacious religion is also the true
one). Hegel's position is ambiguous. Some in the Hegelian tradition, like
21
22

Machiavelli, op . cit. ( I, 1 ), p. 107.
Rousseau, "A Discourse on the MoraJ Effects of the Arts and Sciences," in
Rousseau, op. cit., pp. 151- 156.
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Is there a God? IJ so, does be have purposes? If so, does he have purposes
for mankind? If so, what are they? How can they be found out? How
can they be realized? Is there an afterlife? If so, how should that affect
the way in which men live on earth? If there is no God, are there any
consequences for morality? If there is no afterlife, are there any consequences for mora)jty? Is nature informed by reason? If so, what is its
relation to human purposes? If not, where shall man find his purposes?
Does history have a meaning? Is there such a thing as inevitable progress?
What makes men truly happy? H ow is man distinct from the rest of
nature? Such questions and others Uke them continue to haunt thoughtfu]
men. And as long as they do, moral speculation about politics will go on,
and take divergent forms, and propound divergent theses.
With so much chance for contention over issues forming the background of polltical theory, there is small cause for wonder at the disagreement over the common good. But reference to background does
not dispose of the subject of disagreement. It need not be vulgar to take
into account the personality of the political theorist, and his experiences
and social conditioning. The integrity of political theory is not damaged
when the historian tells us about the temperament of a theorist or his
political associations, the events be witnessed, and the interests toward
which he was especially friendly, or when the historian tries to describe
the factors shaping the thought of a period which those then alive were
unconscious of, or did not examine or feel the necessity to specify. Intellectual effort does not have unconditioned autonomy. "The man and his
times"-a phrase often used in accounts of a politica l theorist's workmust be studied, because some of the sources of political theory are found
there. Hence part of the explanation of disagreemnt among political
theorists is found there.
In sum, two points must be affirmed. First, political theory has always
been dedicated to defining the common good, and thus to answering the
question of what the end of government ought to be. Second, for the
reasons we have taken up, a number of definitions have been traditionally given, despite the general commitment to the common good. Our
dissatisfaction with tl1e .five approaches to ex'Plaining disagreement among
political theorists derives from their failure to see the general commitment throughout all the disagreement, and from their attempt to account
for the disagreement without reference to that commitment. Still, these
approaches deserve another brief look.
Once the idea of the common good is insisted on, each of these approaches yields something of value. We have borrowed a good deal from
them, as we have ventured_to make sense of the history of politicaL theo_ry.
These approaches are not completely at odds with each other. Acceptance
of one does not cancel the rest. They may serve different uses; they cer·
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The works of political theory that have survived the test of time, tha
continue to be read and pondered, are just those works that escape th
confines which Marxism makes so much of. The great political theori
may each possess ideological aspects or be p ut to ideological uses. Th
also, and more importantly, possess creative originality which cannot
accounted for by historical necessities. And they demonstrate the co
tinuity of p hilosophical concerns, philosophical questions and proble
from generation to generation, from culture to culture. We have accord
great weight to the contribution made by background notions to the wor
of the political theorist. These notions are not the predictable secretio
of any one time or place, but the perennial preoccupation of thought£
men in their fascinated struggle with the meaning of life. No matter ho
much the economic systems of men have changed, they have continu
to philosophize in much the same manner as the first philosophers. \~
cannot deny that the ad vent of industrial technology, with its unpre
, dented promise of abundance and leisure, has added a novel quantity
men's political speculation. But the connection between abundance an
speculation is not uniform or simple, and it does not destroy the lin
between the political thought of the past century and aU the politi
thought of earlier times. All relativist critiques of the history of politi
theory run the grave risk of presuming that they can obliterate rationa
ity. ( About positivism, it is better to say nothing than to say little, thou
it too suffers from the same debilitating crudity as Marxism and oth
relativisms.)
The plausibility approach bas the merit of locating the sources
political theory in premises that are not themselves political. We ha
tried to do just that in th is essay. The difficu lty with this approach
that it converts these premises into purely factual ones. In contrast, '
have tried to suggest that the place of facts in views of the material ba ·
of life, human nature, the value of worldly things, and the value of pu b ·
things is limited. It is a rare background notion that would now co
monly be thought refuted. Plato's theory of incommunicable metaphysic
wisdom, Aristotle's theory of the innate inferiority of non-Creek ra
the Stoic theory of the mind of the universe, the Augustinian doc ·
of prede tination, the Hegelian theory of historical stages, a U may n
have ceased to command any but the slightest allegiance among phil
ophers. Still this fact does not render the political theories of P lat
Aristotle, and the others obsolete. Much remajns alive in their wor
And it would be too much to say that most an alogous background notio
have experienced the same kind of rejection. The plausibility approa
tends to be too hasty.
The sanity of the dogmatic approach depends on the species of dog
matism. One can believe that correct moral understanding of politi
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THE USES OF
POLITICAL THEORY
It is no secret that the study of "the old books" of political theory

has fallen on hard times. Those who teach the subject in America feel
like an unwanted minority, not so much persecuted as ignored, or when
not ignored, brushed aside as obscure or irrelevant. According to a recent
study of the profession of political science in the United States, political
theory ranked last among seven fields of political study "in the esteem
of the professJon:""' Political scientists were asked "to identify . . . the
6eld (s) of political science in which they felt that the m ost and the least
significant work was being done."• The ratio of "favorable to unfavorable
mentions" was lowest for political theory. Even those respondents who
were themselves teachers of political theory could muster only enough
enthusiasm to place political theory fourth. In the face of such skepticism it is necessary (though perhaps quixotic } to try to make some statement about the use of political theory as contained in the old books.
There are many reasons for reading the works of political theory.
They will fascinate anyone concerned with the history of ideas and concepts, or with the history of mora l consciousness, or with the history of
responses to political crises, or with the integrity or internal consistency
1 Albert Somit and Joseph Tanenhnus, American Political Science: A Profile of
a Discipline ( ew York: Atherton, 1964), pp. ss-s6.
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possible. The inordinately difficult act of self-transcendence is indispensable if the political scientist is to be faithful to his calling.
The second answer is that to be scientific is to assert nothing that
has not been verified, and to propose no hypothesis that cannot, in
principle, be verified. Mere hunch or guesswork or stale repetition of
received opinion simply does not qualify as verified or verifiable statement. ln turn, verification entails direct observation of the condition being
described. And that, in turn, is sometimes thought to entail the translation
of perceived truths into the language of mathematics, so that all ambivalence and inexactitude are shunned.
The third answer is that to be scientific is to aspire toward the creation of a continuously growing body of political knowledge, each addition to which derives from the extant body of political knowledge and
is verified empirically, a body of knowedge which one day can attain a
reasonable completeness. The body of knowledge grows as hypotheses
derived from it are seen to be verified and as their number increases. The
premise is that th~ study of po)itics...is the study of invariant regularities,
invariant relationships. In ~given situatiOIJ...lllen will act in one and only
_2!1e ..:t!.a.Y· The necessaryand sufficient conditions for any species of
political behavior, for any political act, gesture, decision, tendency, can
be specified. The foundation of political science_. thus construed, _k !he
....scie.o~ of human behavior. Politics is the congeries of regular and predictable emanations of human nature. Psychological determinism is the
necessary article of belief, while other sorts of determinism which involve,
in T. S. Eliot's phrase, "vast, impersonal forces," are now ignored or held
to be discredited. To be sure, the interest of the political scientist is not
in the entire realm of psychological knowledge, but is rather centered
on that portion of the realm which deals with traits of character that
normally figure in politics- traits like fear, anger, pride, envy, competitiveness, guilt, honor, spite, desire for gain, and desire for sheer survival
in a tolerable status. It must be added, however, that no psychological
datum can be ruled out a priori; some finding once thought beside the
point can, as political knowledge deepens, suddenly acquire relevance.
I t is just that the political scientist will place greater emphasis on, and
make greater use of, some portions of the realm of psychological knowledge than others.
Now if the roles of the political scientist as everyday expert and as
philosopher go unchallenged, his role as literally a political scientist has
met with a good amount of opposition, from within the profession of
political science as well as from within the profession of philosophy and
such related professions as history. I beHevc that much of that opposition
is well founded. These matters are oaturaiJy too massive to be treated with
any adequacy in a short space. But I do think a little should be said,
because the question of the use of the old books of political theory is

